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Role Models is a personal invitation into one of the most unique, perverse, and hilarious artistic
minds of our time.From the incomparable John Waters, a paean to the power of subversive
inspiration that will delight, amuse, enrich—and happily horrify readers everywhere.Role Models
is, in fact, a self-portrait told through intimate profiles of favorite personalities—some famous,
some unknown, some criminal, some surprisingly middle-of-the-road. From Esther Martin,
owner of the scariest bar in Baltimore, to the playwright Tennessee Williams; from the atheist
leader Madalyn Murray O'Hair to the insane martyr Saint Catherine of Siena; from the English
novelist Denton Welch to the timelessly appealing singer Johnny Mathis—these are the extreme
figures who helped the author form his own brand of neurotic happiness.

Praise for Role Models“Waters is a greater National Treasure than 90 percent of the people who
are given ‘Kennedy Center Honors’ each December. Unlike those gray eminences of the show-
business establishment, Waters doesn't kowtow to the received wisdom, he flips it the bird . . .
[Waters] has the ability to show humanity at its most ridiculous and make that funny rather than
repellent. To quote his linear ancestor W.C. Fields: It’s a gift.” —Jonathan Yardley, The
Washington Post“His acolytes won’t need a reviewer’s say-so to lap up every word of “Role
Models,” . . . But dilettantes at liberty to skip around will find a lot to charm them. In a way, the
best joke is that – Baader-Meinhof gang, outsider porn and all—Waters can’t help revealing one
very page that he’s both sentimental and good-hearted. Pass the relish, Uncle John.” —Tom
Carson, New York Times Book Review“If Waters began his career by seeking to infuriate, he
now has mellowed to a place of gleeful tweaking. ‘Role Models’ is charming and chatty . . . it also
reveals the making of a unique American artist through his influences. When he calls for people
to make him a cult leader of filth —having left trash behind for becoming too acceptable—it’s
hard for any outsider not to want to follow along.” —Carolyn Kellogg, Los Angeles Times“Waters
may not be a gloater, but there is a delightful lunatic glee that pulses through the book. It
combusts in the final chapter, titled ‘Cult Leader,’ which exhorts readers to rise up against the
‘tyranny of good taste,’ wear their belts off center, and infiltrate living crèches. Happily, for all the
reflective and tender momen...From Bookmarks MagazineAs familiar as Waters' obsessions
have become over the years, writes the Onion AV Club, "he remains an affable, enthusiastic tour
guide to the sort of beauty found only at the edges of good taste." Such beauty includes the
profane, the violent, and the shocking, but it's par for the course for this once transgressive
filmmaker and his insightful, obnoxious, and entertaining essays. Only the essay "Leslie," about
Waters's friendship with Manson follower Leslie Van Houten, serving a life sentence for murder,
raised debate. A few reviewers found the essay reflective, while others condemned Waters for
dodging "the murky moral issues of her story" (Los Angeles Times). Role Models isn't for



everyone--but even "dilettantes at liberty to skip around will find a lot to charm them" (New York
Times Book Review). --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back
CoverHere, from the incomparable John Waters, is a paean to the power of subversive
inspiration that will delight, amuse, enrich---and happily horrify listeners everywhere. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From BooklistYou'd hardly expect the man who
made a movie star of a 300-pound transvestite to have “normal” idols, such as sports heroes and
guitar gods. Sure enough, the writer-director of Pink Flamingos and Hairspray doesn't, preferring
instead characters like those of his sleaziest films (e.g., Female Trouble)—an addictive lesbian
stripper, the foulmouthed proprietress of a favorite “hipster hangout” bar, and two obsessive
makers of “outlaw porn” (one films only marines, the other only “psychos”). Considerably more
mainstream among Waters' personal demigods are Johnny Mathis, Tennessee Williams, and
Little Richard, who probably are idolized by mainstream folks, too, especially if, like Waters,
they're gay. Perhaps the most conventionally normal Waters role model is paradoxically the most
infamous: Leslie Van Houten, the longest-incarcerated Charles Manson follower, about whose
reformation and for whose release Waters is eloquent and persuasive, as he is on the rest of his
idols and also the books and art he admires. In fact, he's a marvelous writer, simultaneously
elegant and bawdy, so passionately sympathetic that he gives bleeding-heart liberalism back its
good name. --Ray Olson --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"The
essays in Role Models meander pleasantly around personalities, recollections and ideas,
always finding glory in the flaws.... Within [Waters'] jokes and winks and countercultural jabs, he
is striving for real human emotion." ---Los Angeles Times --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From Publishers WeeklyWaters waxes poetic about the books, artists, and
individuals who have influenced him in this desultory memoir, and his selections have a
fascinating range, from the novels of Ivy Compton-Burnett to Leslie Van Houten (of Charles
Manson fame). His choice to narrate may have seemed a given; after all, fans would appreciate
hearing his delivery and distinctive high-pitched voice. However, his projection is inconsistent
from word to word, and listeners will have to continually adjust the volume to better hear him. He
does convey a certain charm and rhythm with his narration, but it's not enough to compensate
for the challenging soundscape. A Farrar, Straus, and Giroux hardcover (Reviews, May
3).Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From AudioFileIn this memoir,
filmmaker John Waters (PINK FLAMINGOS) discusses people he admires and proves himself a
preeminent provocateur. But it's not all shock value. He's an eloquent writer who can turn a witty
phrase almost as deftly as one of the book's subjects, Tennessee Williams, and do so with
convincing style. This goes for his narration as well. Waters comes off as insightful--if not
excessively camp--but his flamboyance is infectious. He minces but doesn't mince words.
Although some may take umbrage at his choices of talismans--Manson family murderer Leslie
Van Houten, for instance--Waters, who once venerated the murderous cult for being "the filthiest
people alive," has to be admired for his ironic sensibilities. His embrace of everything politically



incorrect is actually refreshing in the current climate. J.S.H. © AudioFile 2010, Portland, Maine --
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorJohn Waters
is an American filmmaker, actor, writer, and visual artist best known for his cult films, including
Polyester, Pink Flamingos, Female Trouble, and Desperate Living. --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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ALSO BY JOHN WATERSCrackpot: The Obsessions of John WatersShock Value: A Tasteful
Book About Bad TasteArt—A Sex Book (with Bruce Hainley)Pink Flamingos and Other
FilthHairspray, Female Trouble, and Multiple ManiacsJohn WatersRole ModelsFARRAR,
STRAUS AND GIROUXNEW YORKFARRAR, STRAUS AND GIROUX18 West 18th Street,
New York 10011Copyright © 2010 by John WatersAll rights reservedDistributed in Canada by
D&M Publishers, Inc.Printed in the United States of AmericaFirst edition, 2010Some of these
essays originally appeared, in slightly different form and with different titles, in the following
publications and webzines: “The Kindness of Strangers” as the introduction to the New
Directions reissue of Tennessee Williams’s Memoirs (2006); “Leslie” in The Huffington Post; and
“Little Richard, Happy at Last” in Playboy.Illustration credits: pp. 2, 182, and 200: photographs by
John Waters; pp. 34, 44, and 272: from the collection of John Waters; p. 94: photograph by
Vincent Fecteau; p. 128: photographs courtesy of Eileen Murche; p. 240: courtesy of Peres
Projects; pp. 248, 249, 250, and 251: courtesy of Cy Twombly; p. 162: photograph by Mathew
Bainbridge.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataPN1998.3.W38A3
2010791.43’0233’092—dc22[B]2009042211Designed by Abby Kagan1 3 5 7 9 10 8
6 4 2Frontispiece: The young author, 1961, courtesy of Patricia WatersI N M E M O R Y O F
V A N S M I T H(A U G U S T 17, 1945–D E C E M B E R 5, 2006)C O N T E N T
SILLUSTRATIONSJOHNNY AND METHE KINDNESS OF STRANGERSLESLIEREI
KAWAKUBOBALTIMORE HEROESBOOKWORMLITTLE RICHARD, HAPPY AT
LASTOUTSIDER PORNROOMMATESCULT LEADERSOURCESACKNOWLEDGMENTSI L L
U S T R A T I O N SEarly Johnny MathisTallulahLeslie Van Houten and the authorI, a modelEarly
Zorro, late ZorroDenton Welch, Self-PortraitThe original moustacheBobby GarciaUntitled
(Cemented Towel)My ultimate occupationJ O H N N Y A N D M EI wish I were Johnny Mathis.
So mainstream. So popular. So unironic, yet perfect. Effortlessly boyish at over seventy years
old, with a voice that still makes all of America want to make out. Heavenly, warm. Yes, I’ll say it
out loud—wonderful, wonderful. I saw Johnny Mathis in real life once, but he didn’t see me—the
best way to glimpse a role model. I had just pulled into the parking lot of Tower Video, off Sunset
Boulevard in West Hollywood, with my good friend the photographer Greg Gorman. “Oh my
God,” said Greg, who is never impressed with celebrities, having shot them for billboards, movie
posters, and album covers for thirty years, “don’t look up, but Johnny Mathis just pulled in next to
us.” And there he was. In a sports car with the top down and a cashmere sweater tied around his
shoulders. Good Lord. Johnny Mathis himself. The legend you never hear about, never see on
the red carpet, never read about in gossip columns. Highly successful but nearly invisible.
Smooth for ever and ever. As my favorite girl group of the sixties, the Shangri-Las, might have
said about how I felt that day, “That’s called impressed.”I never got over seeing Johnny Mathis in
the parking lot. I’d secretly think about those thirty seconds at odd moments, like when the Acela
train between Baltimore and New York would have to stop so inspectors could examine the
corpses of suicide victims who threw themselves on the tracks. Or waiting in line at the
Department of Motor Vehicles to renew my driver’s license. Or sometimes right when I woke up—



bam!—for no apparent reason, there he’d be: Johnny Mathis in that car with that sweater. Is it
because Johnny Mathis is the polar opposite of me? A man whose Greatest Hits album was on
the Billboard charts for 490 consecutive weeks. Versus me, a cult filmmaker whose core
audience, no matter how much I’ve crossed over, consists of minorities who can’t even fit in with
their own minorities.Do we secretly idolize our imagined opposites, yearning to become the role
models for others we know we could never be for ourselves? When I taught filmmaking at a jail
in Maryland in the 1980s, I always got my class to loosen up by doing improv and asking them to
play “the exact opposite of yourself.” If Freud described psychotherapy as “transforming
hysterical misery into common unhappiness,” I figured this might be a revealing way to
rehabilitate. Bikers wound up playing girls, blacks chose characters with wealth and power,
whites became docile maids or butlers, and child molesters became tough guys. But did I need
my own prison counselor because I kept reliving that Johnny Mathis “opposite” moment? Why
would the mere sight of a performer so far outside the standard boundaries of my hero worship
launch me into such a blissful, rapturous obsession? At this point in my career, could my
misplaced idolatry become a road map to ruin? Was I in danger of becoming a Johnny Mathis
stalker? I figured I’d better try to meet him in a more legitimate way before I got in trouble.It’s not
like I wanted to be Johnny Mathis as a kid. His music, however, did become the sound track for
the end of my 1950s childhood innocence. Our thirteen-year-old babysitter, who lived across the
street at the time, had a record hop, and because she wanted to borrow my 45 rpm records to
play, she had to invite eleven-year-old me. Little did I imagine that the gathering would turn into a
red-hot “necking” party! While her innocent parents (who were good friends of my mom and dad)
were upstairs happily laying out refreshments, all the kids downstairs were grinding and French-
kissing to Johnny Mathis’s music, and I knew then that not only did I want to be a teenager—I
wanted to be an exaggeration of a teenager.But I had always felt nuts, not romantic. Too angry to
be smooth. Too happily guilty to yearn for virtue. Before Johnny Mathis, Clarabell, the psychotic
clown on The Howdy Doody Show, whose makeup later inspired Divine’s, had been my role
model. The man I saw in person in the early fifties at the height of Howdy Doody’s success,
when I was just a child and my parents somehow got me on the show. The scary freak I watched
from the Peanut Gallery who never spoke but communicated his hostility by honking twin bicycle
horns or by squirting you in the face from a seltzer bottle. The same TV character parents
complained about for getting their children too “excited” before dinner. Excited? I was apoplectic.
Especially every time Clarabell got near Princess Summerfall Winterspring, the goody-goody
but sexy Indian maiden nonpuppet star of the show. If only he could have burst out of his
glorious “muteness” to say her name out loud—the best name ever! The only other name I wish
were mine today (except for Lord or Lady Haw-Haw, which I can’t use because they were Nazis).
Matter of fact, readers of this book, if you see me on the street and call me Prince Summerfall
Winterspring in a nice tone of voice, I will probably respond.I followed the careers of Clarabell
and Princess Summerfall Winterspring forever, hoping that I, too, could someday have an
extreme career in show business. I mourned the fact that I was unable (and uninvited) to attend



the 1957 funeral of Judy Tyler (the actress who played Summerfall Winterspring) after her tragic
death in a car accident right before the release of the Elvis movie she had costarred in,
Jailhouse Rock. All “Doodyville” was there that day in Hartsdale, New York, and I bet Bob
Keeshan was sobbing out loud. Yes, that’s the real name of the first Clarabell the Clown, who
went even further in television career lunacy and became Captain Kangaroo for thirty years after.
Imagine his life, his schizophrenia. Am I Clarabell? Or Captain Kangaroo? Why are those
children staring at me? Who am I? Claraboo? Captain Kangabell? God, what a life! What a
career! Bob Keeshan, I wish I were you, too!But would Johnny Mathis understand all this?
Luckily we both were represented by the same talent agency, so I called Steve Rabineau, my
film agent, and he called Johnny’s people, who suggested I write a letter to Mr. Mathis explaining
why I wanted to talk to him. Hmmmmmm…“explain.” Explain what? A role model? Someone who
has led a life even more explosive than mine, a person whose exaggerated fame or notoriety has
made him or her somehow smarter and more glamorous than I could ever be? A personality
frozen in an unruly, blown-out-of-proportion position in society who earns my unmitigated
respect for his or her other turbulent, ferocious will to survive frightening success or failure?
Maybe Johnny Mathis could understand, but I’d better leave out the Princess Summerfall
Winterspring part of my explanation. So I wrote a personal letter telling Mr. Mathis who I was (I
still don’t know if he had ever heard of me) and described the Tower Video parking lot imagery
and how this book was an attempt to pay tribute to “amazing people who have inspired me.” I
added that I was not coming to him with any agenda (sexual, racial, ageist, or political), and I
really wasn’t. My Johnny Mathis lunacy was way beyond that anyway, but I tried to sound…well,
reasonable.Then I was told to get in touch with his legal representation, which, naturally, scared
me, but at least I had passed the first audition. The lawyer was lovely on the phone and just what
I expected; old-school Hollywood, incredibly loyal and protective of Mr. Mathis’s career and,
rightfully, suspicious of me. I explained my book idea as normally as I could and he asked if Mr.
Mathis could approve what I wrote. I explained the journalistic mortal sin of his request and he
said he’d get back to me. Lo and behold, a few days later an assistant to Mr. Mathis called to set
up the meeting at 9:30 a.m. at Mr. Mathis’s West Hollywood home. I felt like Prince Summerfall
Winterspring. Until the night before, when I got an e-mail casually mentioning that the lawyer
would also be present. Great.Hoping for the best anyway, and arriving on time at Mr. Mathis’s
lovely, unostentatious thirty-year home overlooking Los Angeles from the hills above Sunset
Boulevard, I ring the bell. Here goes. “The King of Puke” meets “Mr. Wild Is the Wind.” Opposites
attract? We’ll just see. An Asian housekeeper who has clearly worked here for decades lets me
in and leads me to a cozy corner off the living room, and there he is with a handsome smile and
an outstretched hand to shake. And the lawyer. “What? Did you Google me?” I joke, and the
lawyer is caught off guard by my question but then laughs and admits, “Yes.” I set up my tape
recorder and the goddamn thing doesn’t work even though I had tested it that morning! I’m
sweating, losing my cool. Mr. Mathis offers me his own recorder, but I give up and take notes.
Johnny is called John by all his real friends, I begin to notice (I’m Johnny only to two people—my



mother, who can never switch from my childhood name, and a certain friend in prison you’ll meet
in a later chapter). Mr. Mathis is dressed just as I had hoped—all in white: white shirt, unbuttoned
three buttons to reveal hairless gym-bodied chest; white pants; white thick socks, no shoes. Just
like Johnny Mathis should look, like he always has. Effortless. Twenty or seventy. Johnny Mathis
is beyond fame itself—something I will never be.We start off at the beginning—how he was
“singing in white bars in the Tenderloin section of San Francisco” with his parents’ permission,
“doing great” right from the beginning and “feeling no racial prejudice.” “Never?” I ask. “Not really,”
he says with understated charm. Amazingly, my own mother said to me after hearing I was going
to meet him, “Johnny Mathis is black?” How could a beautiful black man who sang romantic love
songs that white girls responded to not feel racism in the fifties? Maybe he’s beyond race, too.If
Johnny Mathis has any regrets, it’s that he listened to an early manager who advised him, “Don’t
mention jazz. There’s no money in it.” “I wanted to be Miles Davis,” Johnny remembers. “Jazz
legends. That’s what I wanted to be. They were artists.” He was “embarrassed around jazz
people to be known for romantic music,” “trivialized.” When I mention that Johnny was a
millionaire at twenty years old, he almost doesn’t hear. “That had nothing to do with what I was
about. I never wanted to be anything but a good singer.”God, who I wanted to be when I was six
years old was Dagmar, the 5’11" supposed dumb blonde I watched on early black-and-white TV.
Too young to stay up to see her on the show that came on at eleven p.m. and made her famous,
Broadway Open House, hosted by Jerry Lester, I had to make do by catching her guest
appearances on The Milton Berle Show. Predating Cher or Madonna, Dagmar was the first
single-name bombshell, and I always knew she was smart. She hung out with Bob Hope and
Joey Bishop when I was just an obsessive toddler in Lutherville, Maryland, and I daydreamed
about her all day in grade school, hoping to become a caricature of myself the way she was. But
for a child to form a fan club for his idol, he needs more than himself in the audience, and I could
never find another kid who knew who she was. I finally met Dagmar herself, the older version,
when I tracked her down in 1979. She was long retired and living as a guest on an amazingly
plush horse farm in Southbury, Connecticut, and I tried to talk her into playing Divine’s
character’s mother in Polyester. This great lady may have turned me down, but joked when she
heard I’d come from Provincetown, Massachusetts, that beautiful beach town on the very tip of
Cape Cod so popular with gay people: “Oh, yes, I was there; I was queen of the fairies.” Would
Johnny Mathis understand?Of course he would. Like myself, Johnny realized some of his heroes
“would be odd.” He “loved” Liberace because “he used his money.” I bring up another of my role
models, the hypochondriac and germ-freak pianist Glenn Gould. “Oh, yes,” Johnny recalls,
“when I shook his hand he gasped, ‘Are you trying to kill me?!’” He knew them all—every single
deliriously original musician whose vocation seemed to be “going to extremes.” “Johnnie Ray?” I
dare mention, only hoping Mr. Mathis had met the white guy heartthrob singer who was deaf,
handsome, skinny, gay, and immensely popular for a short time right before rock and roll was
invented. The sexy one who wore a giant hearing aid and was called “the first great white soul
singer.” The crooner Frank Sinatra hated, who cried, sobbed, and made emotional breakdowns



part of his song delivery. The guy who survived two “morals charges,” arrested once in a bar and
once in a men’s room, and later had an intense love affair with the married, famously chinless
crime columnist Dorothy Kilgallen. “Oh, yes,” Johnny Mathis easily responds. “I visited him when
he was dying [of liver failure].” “The Twelfth of Never,” I silently title this beautiful imaginary
hospital paparazzi photograph in my mind before realizing, hell, no—the two of them together in
this situation could only be “The Thirteenth of Always.”Johnny Mathis’s role model? “Lena
Horne,” he chuckles. “Some reviewer even said I stole everything but her gown.” I know what he
means; I have been copying Margaret Hamilton my whole life, and I am proud to admit it. The
Wicked Witch of the West, the jolie laide heroine of every bad little boy’s and girl’s dream of
notoriety and style, whose twelve minutes of screen time in The Wizard of Oz can never be
topped. And her outfit! The Wicked Witch inspired my lifetime obsession with wearing weirdly
striped socks (Tim Burton does, too). My God, this great character actress even worked later
with William Castle in 13 Ghosts, and appeared in Gunsmoke, The Addams Family, and The
Paul Lynde Halloween Special! I never did get to meet Margaret Hamilton before she died, but
she did send me a personally autographed Wicked Witch of the West photo, and the monogram
“WWW” followed her signature. What an iconic monogram! Did her towels have “WWW” on
them? Her sheets? If only I could have visited her at her summer house on a private island in
Southport, off Boothbay Harbor, in Maine. So what if it didn’t have electricity or phone service?
More quality time with a real movie star!I ask Johnny if he’s a recluse, since I never see him at
award ceremonies, parties, or nightclubs. “No, I’m not a recluse,” he explains, “but I don’t like
social functions and I don’t feel that newsworthy. It gets in the way.” “Of what?” I wonder,
remembering the art dealer Matthew Marks once saying to me, “You have the best kind of fame:
only the people you’d want to recognize you do.” What does Johnny hate about celebrity? Free
travel? Free clothes? Gift bags? I never mind. I fondly recall whispering to Jeanne Moreau,
“More free food!” every time we had to attend black-tie dinners when we served together on the
jury of the Cannes Film Festival in 1995. Johnny Mathis admits he does go to private events, and
we both recall happily those wonderfully insane dinner party salons that the late Roddy
McDowell used to give for the most bizarrely mixed guest list ever. “He included everybody,”
Johnny says, laughing, and boy, did he! I remember being lucky enough to be invited there and
meeting George Axelrod, and how happy I was to gush to him in person about the brilliance of
his screenplay and his direction of the movie Lord Love a Duck. Then I turned around and there
was an elderly couple dressed in full fringed cowboy outfits with holsters and guns. “Oh, John,”
Roddy asked casually, “do you know Roy Rogers and Dale Evans?” “No,” I stammered, almost
speechless. How could I? I live in Baltimore!Johnny Mathis understands a lot about me. I can tell.
He’s a gentleman who lives alone and he’s from another era. “Who wants people to know
everything?” Johnny asks shyly. “A lot of life is putting things in perspective.” How right he is! One
thing I learned early was that if you’re in any way famous, guaranteeing yourself a private life is
very important for your mental health. Fans can’t be friends; neither can the press. And even if
certain critics have been supportive, there will always be a future project of yours they might not



like, so palling around with reviewers can be awkward. The ultimate level of celebrity
accomplishment is convincing the press and public that they know everything about your
personal life without really revealing anything. Mr. Mathis only once responded to sexual
preference questions from the press, in 1982, and he answered in a lovely way. His preference
was “a way of life one’s grown accustomed to.” I had promised “no agenda” but I bring up this
quote and compliment him on it, and he smiles and says, “It’s a normal everyday part of my
life.”I’ve always been pretty up-front about my sexuality (even though Mink Stole today says she
didn’t even know I was gay for a long time), but I understand Hollywood royalty’s reticence about
revealing anything personal, hetero or homo. Gus Van Sant and I always joke about the press
saying we are “openly” gay. What’s that supposed to mean? It sounds like we’re arriving at a
premiere shrieking, “Hey, Mary! Got any Judy Garland records?” When I read about any
celebrity baring his or her soul to a journalist, I just figure the star doesn’t have anyone else to
confide in. “As the public started to mature,” Johnny explains unapologetically, “I had to wait until
the rest of the world caught up to celebrities being human beings.” His fans? “Some of them,” he
chuckles kindly, “think they are Mrs. Johnny Mathis.”What do I know about anyone’s sexuality? I
always thought, and still do, that Tom Cruise is straight. When John Travolta got cast as Edna in
the Hollywood remake of my film and the Broadway musical Hairspray, one wrongheaded gay
militant reporter, an army of one, actually protested that John Travolta was a Scientologist and
that this “religion” tried to “cure” people of their gay sexual preference. Well, first, if John Travolta
were in any way homophobic, he’d be dead after filming that movie. Dancing in drag, dealing
with the demands of the almost exclusively gay creative team—he would have had a heart
attack. Implying Travolta was gay seemed wrong to me—he had a lovely wife and children, and
how does the journalist know whom he sleeps with? And what do I care about the cast’s
religious beliefs, as long as they don’t try to proselytize? Travolta never mentioned Scientology
to me. And when a friend included in his Christmas card the funniest line Hallmark could never
come up with—“A generous donation has been made in your name to the Church of
Scientology”—I didn’t repeat the joke to John Travolta, either. Am I supposed to police the
religions of everyone who is cast in future projects? Should I never consider Nicole Kidman
(whom I love as an actress) because she’s a Catholic? I mean, there’s a religion where I can
show you homophobic dogma, but I’ve never actually seen proof that Scientology says being
gay is wrong. And even if Travolta did experiment sexually sometime in his life, what business is
it of mine? Let’s even say for the sake of argument that Scientology (even though the church
denies this) does claim it can make gay people turn straight. If someone is that miserable being
gay, why would my team want them? It’s not a numbers game! “Go on,” I’d tell them, “let
Scientology have you! Go back in the closet where you’re happy—we don’t want you anyway!”As
a kid, I’m not sure the term “closet” had been invented, and who knows if my other hero in
entertainment at the time felt trapped? His name was Cyril Ritchard and he played Captain Hook
in that Mary Martin–starring version of Peter Pan, first produced on Broadway and then filmed for
television and broadcast in the fifties. If Margaret Hamilton was my showbiz “mother” in my ten-



year-old mind, then Cyril Ritchard was definitely my “father.” All I knew then was that I was a
budding clotheshorse, and here was a character who knew how to dress—a real fashion plate! I
didn’t yet understand the word “fop,” but I sure wanted to be one, even if I had to cut off one of
my own hands to look this dashing. As an adult I rewatched Cyril’s villainous performance and
was immediately struck by the character’s jeweled fingers, ruffled shirt, and tight pants. Captain
Hook now was over the top in a way that seemed much closer to The Boys in the Band than
Never-Never Land, but he was still my favorite hambone actor and no learned gaydar could ever
take that away from me.Then again, maybe I’m wrong about his sexual preference. Despite
being labeled “queer as a coot” by Noël Coward, Cyril was, as described by associates, happily
married to Madge Elliott for thirty-five years, and together they were glamorous stars of the
popular stage, first in Australia and then in London. Cyril claimed they were “never separated”
from the day they were married until she died of bone cancer in 1955, while he was playing
Captain Hook on the Broadway stage. They sure seemed to love each other no matter what they
did or didn’t do in bed. Maybe they just didn’t care for sex. It is messy. Or maybe they agreed with
the writer Paul Bowles, who supposedly tried sex with a man and a woman and found both
unappealing. Cyril remained a man of contradictions and theatrical affectations, a “devout”
Catholic who loved his poodle, named Trim, and once commented, “My background may be
common but I have specialized in elegance.” He’s buried in Saint Mary’s Cemetery in Ridgefield,
Connecticut. I went there recently to pay my respects, and even though I was thrilled to see that
his headstone actually says “Captain Hook,” I hope mine doesn’t end up reading “The Duke of
Dirt.”Johnny Mathis is impossible to parody today; no one makes fun of him. No drag kings ever
“do” Johnny Mathis. “I saw a kid on the Johnny Carson show once who did an impersonation of
me,” he vaguely remembers. Whenever they have John Waters look-alike contests at the
colleges where I appear, lesbians win! But what about his music? Am I serious when I say I
really love it? Mr. Mathis invites me to his touring Christmas show, and I go when he plays
Baltimore at the Lyric Opera House. I have a Christmas compilation album out that includes
everything from the horrifying “Happy Birthday Jesus” by Little Cindy to the anticapitalist “Here
Comes Fatty Clause (With His Sack of Shit).” I also tour every year or so with a spoken-word
Christmas show and thought, gee, both Johnny Mathis and I have Christmas programs; what
would happen if we switched tours and did each other’s acts? Imagine his audience’s surprise at
me singing “O Holy Night,” and picture the shock of my audience at seeing Johnny come out and
talk about how Santa Claus could be erotic if you were a “chubby chaser.” Johnny and I are like
drag queens on Halloween: if it’s Christmas, we’ll be working!Johnny Mathis Christmas had no
prepublicity in the Baltimore press, but all 2,564 seats were sold. His appeal is broad and wide,
something I could never achieve and he can never escape. Was watching this concert torture, or
was it perfect? I’m still trying to decide. The greeting-card-snow-scene backdrops couldn’t be
more middle-of-the-road, but, like the phony mug shot of myself wearing a Santa hat that I use
as my stage setting, it is perfect for the intended audience. No one ever introduces Johnny
Mathis. He just moseys onstage and starts singing as the thirty-five-piece orchestra plays his



holiday cheer spectacularly. Wearing that same old winter-white look he was painted in by Ralph
Cowan in 1969 for the cover of his album Heavenly (the painting still hangs in his living room),
Johnny breaks into medley after medley of Christmas songs that are beyond the valley of
normal. But God, the man can sing every bit as beautifully as when I first heard him on the radio
fifty-three years ago. Believe me, this is no oldies-but-goodies act. When he finally sings
“Chances Are,” I admit my blood starts racing and I have to refrain from joining all the middle-
aged-or-older ladies in the audience, many wearing festive holiday jogging suits or Christmas
corsages, in sighing unashamedly and loudly. When Johnny really concentrates and does “It’s
Not for Me to Say,” I am confused, ecstatic, awestruck, and oddly aroused, yet slightly
embarrassed to think of his yuletide act in the same breath as mine.But those same songs, over
and over! Is singing “When Sunny Gets Blue” hellish for Johnny Mathis, I wonder? As he hears
the first notes of “Gina” onstage and knows he must sing the exact same song for the umpteen-
thousandth time, does he feel like I do every time a well-meaning fan asks, “Did Divine really eat
dog shit?” Is there a new way to interpret either? “Of course doing old songs can be torture,”
Johnny says, laughing good-naturedly. His secret is that before you go onstage, “you have to
learn to be the audience! That way it will always seem new.”“What perfect advice,” agrees the
other top role model from my deep dark past, Patty McCormack. The nine-year-old actress who
played Rhoda Penmark, the murderous little blond pigtailed girl in the smocked dress in The Bad
Seed, first in the 1954 Broadway stage play and then again at age eleven in the movie that
became a classic. Patty McCormack has long been my obsession. I wanted to be feared like
Rhoda when I was a child. I wanted to yell out the movie’s ad campaign, “The Bad Seed is the
Big Shocker!” to my clueless grade school classmates. When Leroy, the hateful janitor in the
movie, tells little Rhoda she’ll be electrocuted in “that little pink electric chair” they got “for little
girls,” I wanted to hop right in her lap as they strapped her in and then feel the sizzle with her. I
was consumed by Patty McCormack’s celluloid evil.Meeting your idols is always a thrill (despite
what you’ll read in one chapter later in this book). When Patty McCormack and I finally got
together last year for lunch at the Beverly Hills Hotel, I realized that, like Johnny Mathis, Patty
McCormack knows a thing or two herself about the “torture” of a greatest hit. At one point in her
career, “a sad time,” she remembers, she got sick of reminiscing about her role in The Bad Seed
to cult followers like myself. “I didn’t encourage talking about it,” she says. “If you don’t have as
good a dish on the shelf,” she remembers thinking, “it makes you feel bad about yourself.” “But
most actresses don’t get even one role that is remembered like this,” I argue, and she agrees.
“Yes, that’s what my nephew said. I embraced Rhoda way late in my career, really really late. It
was healthy for me to do. I ‘grew’ her up.”Can a child become a healthy adult after playing such a
famous murderess? Today Patty McCormack is a trim, beautiful, un-face-lifted sixty-eight-year-
old woman with a twinkle in her eye about her villainous childhood creation. But did anybody
explain to young Patty the psychology of Rhoda’s character? “That horribly chilly place where we
all can go?” as Patty remembers it now. “No,” she admits with a shrug. “As long as it wasn’t sex.
That was bad,” she adds, laughing. Like in today’s Motion Picture Association of America rulings,



murder was okay. “I’m a Catholic girl, so I used to worry I was ‘an occasion of sin.’ That was the
expression if your clothes were too short and someone had lusting thoughts about you—you
were ‘an occasion of sin.’” I always worried as a little boy (and still do) that I wasn’t “an occasion
of sin.” Will I ever, in my lifetime, be worthy of such a compliment, such a desired reverse state of
grace?Was it torture for a child to be a working actress, playing Rhoda through those years?
“No,” she laughs. “I remember having a lot of energy, big feelings, and doing the part gave me
strength, courage. One thing I learned doing the play was that Rhoda was always right.” “What
about the endless bleaching of your hair so early in life?” I suggest. “It just seemed like that was
part of the deal,” says the still-blond Patty, hardly feeling traumatized by her early beauty
treatments. “But,” I argue, “the studio made you wear an outfit almost exactly like Rhoda’s party
dress to the Oscars the year you lost Best Supporting Actress to another (God, it never ends)
role model, Dorothy Malone,” the actress who always wore her collar turned up, on and off the
screen. Dorothy Malone, the Douglas Sirk heroine who when I finally met her for lunch in Texas
in the nineties wasn’t wearing her collar up but shrugged and turned it up once I voiced my
disappointment. They didn’t make Dorothy Malone wear her Written on the Wind costume to the
Oscars, did they?! Suppose the distributor made Charlize Theron go dressed as her real-life
Monster character, the lesbian killer Aileen Wuornos! Imagine that acceptance speech!Today,
would the character Rhoda be put on Ritalin? When she reached puberty, would she have
turned into a trench-coat-wearing, school-massacre-type teen? Patty doubts it. “Rhoda was
clever, more tasteful than that. She wouldn’t have gotten caught!” When I bring up the real Bad
Seed, the child killer Mary Bell, Patty seems mildly interested but, like most Americans, has
never heard of her. In 1968, when she was just eleven years old, Mary Bell strangled two small
children in Newcastle, an industrial city 275 miles north of London. She pretended to help her
victims’ family search for the bodies and left notes saying “I murder so that I may come back”
and “Fuck off. We murder. Watch out…” I started ranting to Patty about the two great books
written about Mary Bell—The Case of Mary Bell (1972), which ended after her manslaughter
conviction and life imprisonment sentence, and Cries Unheard (1998), which picks up after Mary
was released from custody after serving twelve years. Both books are by the brilliant Gitta
Sereny (who also expertly deconstructs Nazis in other books), and I am her full-time groupie,
even though we have never met. Ms. Sereny always argued the exact opposite of the “bad seed”
theory when the tabloid press wrote about Mary Bell. But what caused a real uproar was the fact
that once Mary Bell was free and of legal age, she had a little girl of her own. And when Ms.
Sereny’s latest and very fair book about the case was released, detailing Mary’s childhood
abuse, which had not come out at the initial trial, the U.K. tabloids went into full attack mode.
Mary Bell’s then fourteen-year-old daughter didn’t know her mother was the infamous child killer
Mary Bell, and one can only imagine that frantic mother-daughter chat while journalists and
news teams were banging on their front door. How exciting! My mother never told me any
secrets about her past, much less involved me in any hysterical media event. Patty McCormack
heard my whole tale of Mary Bell, but I doubt she ran home and ordered the books. If you once



were Rhoda Penmark, I guess you’ve had enough of this type of thing.Patty will stick up for
Rhoda and protect her memory, but she’s not loony about it the way I am. She thinks the many
campy drag queen versions of The Bad Seed that have popped up on the West Coast are funny.
I don’t. I think the creators should be in movie prison. The Bad Seed isn’t camp; it’s terrific. Patty
McCormack didn’t save any props or costumes from the movie (not even the penmanship medal
she killed for, her amazing dress, or those great sunglasses she wore), because no one had any
idea the movie was destined to become a classic. I have copies of the original handwritten notes
of William March, the author upon whose novel the play and the movie are based, which a
wonderful fan sent me from the Special Collections Library of the University of Alabama, but
Patty McCormack has no Bad Seed poster on her wall in her apartment. I lived with one in my
living room for decades. For Patty, The Bad Seed was a role; for me, it was a lifestyle.With a
career as long as Johnny Mathis’s (she’s acted with everyone from Orson Welles to Fabian,
been in movies as varied as The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and The Mini-Skirt Mob, sung
in a rock band and been in many television series, from I Remember Mama to The Sopranos),
Patty has learned to be gracious and pretend to care about the same old questions from the
same old fans idealizing a character she played fifty years ago. Johnny Mathis can still sing his
greatest hits amazingly, but Patty can’t exactly play Rhoda again.Is there one possible
undiscovered detail about being the bad seed that I can drag out of her? Is there one second of
the film that hasn’t been analyzed or deconstructed? I thought I was the only one who had
noticed that bad “tooth continuity” in The Bad Seed. At some time during production of the
movie, Patty had lost a baby tooth on the side of her mouth, and when they cut back and forth
between the interior and exterior of the apartment building when Rhoda threatens Leroy the
janitor, her tooth disappears and reappears. But no; Charles Busch (another Rhoda cultist)
brings it up on the commentary track of The Bad Seed DVD when he interviews Patty. We both
knew about that missing tooth (I even did an art piece about it), but Patty has no memory of it.
Okay, how about her childhood obsession with the serial bank robber Willie Sutton, “the
gentleman bandit” who wore a “trademark pencil-thin moustache”(!). “Oh, yes,” she remembers
enthusiastically, “he was big news. I drew newspapers about him when I was eight or nine years
old.” God! The Bad Seed’s Willie Sutton artwork! There’s a piece of memorabilia for the history
books. But I can’t be sure this is a real scoop. Patty can’t remember if she ever talked to a
journalist about this, but adds, “I can’t really imagine that I’d volunteer that information to just
anybody.”Suddenly Patty does remember something “new,” something that hasn’t ever come out
about her in all the years of graciously grinning and bearing yet another Bad Seed interview. “I
once took a college ethics class with Susan Atkins.” WHAT?! The Bad Seed and the Manson
Family in one classroom?!? “Yes,” Patty reminisces, “I went back to college and took a class
through Antioch College when they offered a psychology course in ethics and it met in prison,
something about mixing together non-inmates with inmates.” No one in the class, including the
teacher, knew she was the Bad Seed but “everyone knew who Susan was. It was fun.” “Fun”? It
was crime showbiz history. Scary? Nothing could top the fact that Patty McCormack played Pat



Nixon in Ron Howard’s Oscar-nominated film Frost/Nixon. Now that’s scary. She was wonderful
in it, too.Is it agony for all performers to have a “greatest hit”? Johnny Mathis has hundreds. I
wish I had one. Even if it is the only one you ever had, like another singing role model, Bobby
“Boris” Pickett. He crooned his Halloween novelty record, “The Monster Mash,” for thirty-eight
years without complaining and hit the Billboard Top 100 chart three separate times with the song
he cowrote in a half hour and recorded in one take in 1962. Bobby sang the question that four
generations have never been able to answer: “Whatever happened to the Transylvania Twist?”
Mr. Pickett made me no longer care about the careers of Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi, whose
voices he totally appropriated. I only cared about the man who’s been called “the Guy Lombardo
of Halloween”—Mr. Bobby “Boris” Pickett himself.Yes, Bobby “did the Mash.” I “did the Mash,”
too, and many nights in the privacy of my own home I danced alone, or with real monsters I had
brought home from my favorite redneck bars, and we blurted out, “It was a graveyard smash!”
while sniffing poppers. I could play that song ten times in a row and never get sick of it. I’ve been
listening to “The Monster Mash” forever and it still puts me in a good mood.What would it be like
to actually be Bobby “Boris” Pickett? To get up every day and know that you, and you alone,
were “The Monster Mash”? Wouldn’t it be easier than being Johnny Mathis on a bad day or me
on a good one? To just concentrate on one thing—what freedom! Not having to “THIMK” (as the
office sign parodying the IBM slogan “THINK” used to read in the late 1950s)? Not being forced
to come up with new ideas every fucking month to keep your career new and reinvented? To just
stop and do the same ridiculous and sublime song over and over again for eternity?Some days
when I’m touring colleges or rock-and-roll clubs with my spoken-word acts I feel like I have
become Bobby “Boris” Pickett. Reading his obituaries, I get paranoid and wonder if I will end up
like him, still “in demand” at Halloween and continuing to perform “The Monster Mash” at “small
venues” until six months before he died. Think of that bittersweet last performance. It could
happen in my career, but never in Johnny Mathis’s. A psychiatrist once told me early in
treatment, “Stop trying to make me like you,” and what a sobering and welcome smack in the
face that statement was. Yet somehow, every day of my life is still a campaign for popularity, or
better yet, a crowded funeral. Johnny Mathis would never admit it, but at this point in show
business he is basically beyond caring what you think of his act. Unlike Bobby “Boris” Pickett or
myself, Johnny Mathis is incapable of trying too hard: the very definition of failure
itself.Backstage after his Christmas concert, Johnny sits alone in his dressing room until
eventually a lone assistant comes in to check about packing up. All dressing rooms are basically
the same, no matter how fancy or low-rent punk rock. A generic food spread, enough bottled
water to quench the thirst of a small town in the desert, and the silent adrenaline drain of
finishing your act. I’ve been in them. So has Bobby “Boris” Pickett. And so has Johnny Mathis.
But he is as lovely and cheerful and seemingly unguarded as he was the day I visited his house.
My friend Pat Moran, a rabid Johnny Mathis fan if there ever was one, had accompanied me to
the show and later told me, “Meeting Johnny Mathis was as much fun as going with you to the
Cannes Film Festival premieres of your movies,” which even I thought might be pushing it. Pat



was treated like royalty by Johnny and I struggled to think if there ever was any real dirt about
Johnny Mathis. Remembering a favorite “scandal,” which I did have the nerve to bring up to him
when we first met, I had mentioned that I had read Johnny was in rehab for “champagne abuse.”
Talk about a perfect album concept! Bubbly—Johnny Mathis Live from Rehab. He didn’t really
comment then when I suggested the title, but I did see him chuckle.
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Lisa B. Hansen, “there is currently no one in my life that I would recommend this book to. The
eccentric world of John Waters is definitely not for everyone. He is, refreshingly, as far away
from the mainstream as one can get without being stark raving mad. Sadly, there is currently no
one in my life that I would recommend this book to. But I have often used Mr. Water's work,
specifically the brilliant and zany movie, Polyester, as a barometer in assessing a potential friend
or lover's tolerance of my own lunatic sense of humor. I am filled with nostalgia for the days
when I'd sit in front of the VCR with that movie and with the few select people who "got it",
laughing my ass off.There is a genius beneath the penciled on mustache, garish clothing and
apparent fetish for feces. What makes Mr. Water's writing special in this particular book is that
he exposes his role models, however bizarre and raw their innards may be, with a sense of
reverence and compassion, despite their obvious shortcomings. His kindness and ultimate
belief in the goodness of people is apparent, and although I did not laugh as much as I thought I
might while reading Role Models, I have a renewed appreciation for his work.”

Jacob Lusk, “John Waters saved my life.. Those of you who are familiar with John Waters' work
(including Role Models) will understand the significance of the above phrase. I must confess, I
am generally appalled by his movies. Last night I watched Female Trouble and much of it was a
turn-off, albeit a brilliantly conceived turn-off. (I did enjoy Serial Mom, Polyester, Hairspray, Cry-
Baby, and Pecker, though.) But hearing John Waters speak about his life (you simply MUST get
the audio version of this book) is a refreshing experience for me. I first read about John Waters in
a book called Midnight Movies (which I had purchased at a used bookstore because it featured
a chapter on my favorite cult classic, Night of the Living Dead). There I got to read about many
other cult classics, including Pink Flamingos, and I still remember reading about its eccentric
director, who at the time filled me with a mixture of horror and glee. Now I'm just full of glee as I
ponder Role Models, which I listen to frequently and with relish. My favorite chapter is
"Bookworm," where John describes five books that he thinks are worth reading for anyone who
"has something basically the matter with him." It's set me on a path of seeking out the mostly
obscure literary titles (authors include Denton Welch, Ivy Compton-Burnett, and Jane Bowles).In
a particularly poignant chapter, John discusses Lesley Van Houten (ex-Manson follower, now
rehabilitated); He also talks about Tennessee Williams, Johnny Matthis, fashion designer Rei
Kawakubo, artists such as Cy Twombly and Mike Kelley, as well as some of his favorite
Baltimore personalities such as Lady Zorro. He mostly neglects one of his biggest influences,
William Castle, although Castle received a whole chapter in John's earlier book, Crackpot.If you
love eccentric, you'll love Role Models.”

Kenya Diggett, “So this book may appeal mainly to other good listeners, those who are adept at
cadging and .... Fascinating glimpse into the mind of a fascinating man. The photos were



particularly evocative. John Waters is a whip-smart writer and a truly gifted listener. So this book
may appeal mainly to other good listeners, those who are adept at cadging and stockpiling
multiple damaged, compelling biographies among the people we may crash across through life.
You MAY not like all or any of these people, but you will find yourself looking at them, and caring
about them.”

LeeAnn Heringer, “The Cat and his Curiosity. I'm completely envious of John Water's project to
go out and track down and talk with the artists, musicians, random strangers, that have made an
impression on him, that have stuck in his head. Who wouldn't like to have the name recognition
that they could say, I want to have a conversation with X, let's try to set that up, and it might
actually happen. Of course, his list isn't my list, but it's not your list either. It's his list and there's
some interesting people on it. And since a good conversation is a reveal for both sides, you also
end up seeing John Waters in the tales as well.If you like good conversation that you don't
necessarily agree with, that pushes you a little, you will enjoy this book.”

Read On!, “AN INTRIGUING INSIGHT INTO WHAT MAKES THE PRINCE OF PUKE TICK!!.
This frank and honest autobiography by underground film director and writer, John Waters, is an
account of the people whom he admires and that influenced and inspired him from early
childhood into making movies. Many of which sparked his various subversive obsessions.As a
fan of John's early work (Pink Flamingos, Female Trouble, Desperate Living) and Divine, I've
seen many interviews with John relating to the late Divine. I'm always interested in hearing his
humorous liberal views and distaste for buttoned downed middle class America. He's a minority
that doesn't fit in with his minority group and proud of it. A true misfit.When I came across Role
Models I purchased it without a second thought. Before starting it I expected there to be
previously untold anecdotes of outrageous shenanigans that he and his 'followers' (Divine, Mink
Stole, Cookie, David Lochary) committed. If your hoping for this, you'll be disappointed.John
pretty much focuses on his idols. The reasons for his adoration and some interesting stories
regarding the ones he's met. His icons range from Johnny Mathis, his favourite contemporary
artists to his friendship with one of the Charles Manson girls, currently serving a life
sentence.His writing is shot with humour but I feel this book is definitely one for the fans. I
thoroughly enjoyed it as it give me an insight into what moulded John into what he's become
today but if you know little about him there may not be enough here to sustain your interest.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “If you're reading this you're already sold. I've been a big fan of the ideas of
John Waters since finding a flatmate's discarded "scratch n sniff" card (from Polyester,
described as " filmed in fabulous Odorama"). I've since watched most of his movies and wanted
to love them but, for the most part, they seemed to me to be a single, drawn out joke better
suited to a shorter format.After reading this book I still love his persona but wonder if anyone
really knows him. His family appear to have been very supportive of him despite surely not



knowing where he came from with his facination for the grotesques of 1950s tv. Despite their
consternation he decides he must live his life as a counterpoint to societal expectations resulting
in this hilarious memoir (of a sort). I don't know if the tragicomic notes amongst the hilarious
vignettes were deliberate but I felt his life has been much harder work and more heartbreaking
than he lets on. So I love him all the more.It's a book for fans because anyone who is going to
like it has already aligned themselves with John Waters. I've never seen the remakes of
Hairspray, I don't think I'd like them, but I approve of them if they provide the author with a well
deserved pension.”

Fink Pajamas, “The Role Models Of A Role Model. If you're already a John Waters fan then what
are you waiting for, get this already! This does not disappoint me at all, it is the first book i have
read by cult film director John Waters, his writing style is open and comic as well as insightful
and sincere. Although this book describes John's obsessive love affair with quirky characters,
places and things it is littered with anecdotes of his past and experiences he's had with the
people of Baltimore. I probably won't be able to articulate anything more than the other reviewers
have here but i just wanted to give John Waters Role Models a 5 star rating!”

Vic, “Great book. Fantastic read, really fun.”

Gregory Gray, “loved it. great book..very personable...and you learn a load about modern art
without john teaching or lecturing...and of course its great great fun.”

The book by John Waters has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 238 people have provided feedback.
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